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In June 1961, Nikita Khrushchev called Berlin "the most dangerous place on earth." He knew
what he was talking about. Much has been written about the Cuban Missile Crisis a year later,
but the Berlin Crisis of 1961 was more decisive in shaping the Cold War-and more perilous. It
was in that hot summer that the Berlin Wall was constructed, which would divide the world for
another twenty-eight years. Then two months later, and for the first time in history, American
and Soviet fighting men and tanks stood arrayed against each other, only yards apart. One
mistake, one nervous soldier, one overzealous commander-and the tripwire would be sprung
for a war that could go nuclear in a heartbeat. On one side was a young, untested U.S.
president still reeling from the Bay of Pigs disaster and a humiliating summit meeting that left
him grasping for ways to respond. It would add up to be one of the worst first-year foreign
policy performances of any modern president. On the other side, a Soviet premier hemmed in
by the Chinese, East Germans, and hardliners in his own government. With an all-important
Party Congress approaching, he knew Berlin meant the difference not only for the Kremlin's
hold on its empire-but for his own hold on the Kremlin. Neither man really understood the
other, both tried cynically to manipulate events. And so, week by week, they crept closer to the
brink. Based on a wealth of new documents and interviews, filled with fresh-sometimes
startling-insights, written with immediacy and drama, Berlin 1961 is an extraordinary look at
key events of the twentieth century, with powerful applications to these early years of the
twenty-first. Includes photographs
*Includes pictures *Includes online resources and a bibliography for further reading In the wake
of World War II, the European continent was devastated, and the conflict left the Soviet Union
and the United States as uncontested superpowers. This ushered in over 45 years of the Cold
War, and a political alignment of Western democracies against the Communist Soviet bloc that
produced conflicts pitting allies on each sides fighting, even as the American and Soviet
militaries never engaged each other. Though it never got "hot" between the two superpowers,
the Cold War was a tense era until the dissolution of the USSR, and nothing symbolized the
split more than the division of Berlin. Berlin had been a flashpoint even before World War II
ended, and the city was occupied by the different Allies even as the close of the war turned
them into adversaries. If anyone wondered whether the Cold War would dominate geopolitics,
any hopes that it wouldn't were dashed by the Soviets' blockade of West Berlin in April 1948,
ostensibly to protest the currency being used in West Berlin but unquestionably aiming to
extend their control over Germany's capital. By cutting off all access via roads, rail, and water,
the Soviets hoped to force the Allies out, and at the same time, Stalin's action would force a
tense showdown that would test their mettle. As the success of the Berlin Airlift became clear,
the Soviets realized the blockade was ineffective, and both sides were able to save face by
negotiating an end to the blockade in April 1949, with the Soviets ending it officially on May 12.
The Airlift would technically continue until September, but for all intents and purposes, the first
crisis of the Cold War had come to an end, and most importantly, the confrontation remained
"cold." After the Soviets' blockade of West Berlin was prevented by the Berlin Airlift, the
Eastern Bloc and the Western powers continued to control different sections of the city, and by
the 1960s, East Germany was pushing for a solution to the problem of an enclave of freedom
within its borders. West Berlin was a haven for highly-educated East Germans who wanted
freedom and a better life in the West, and this "brain drain" was threatening the survival of the
East German economy. In order to stop this, access to the West through West Berlin had to be
cut off, so in August 1961, Soviet premier Nikita Khrushchev authorized East German leader
Walter Ulbricht to begin construction of what would become known as the Berlin Wall. The
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wall, begun on Sunday August 13, would eventually surround the city, in spite of global
condemnation, and the Berlin Wall itself would become the symbol for Communist repression
in the Eastern Bloc. It also ended Khrushchev's attempts to conclude a peace treaty among the
Four Powers (the Soviets, the Americans, the United Kingdom, and France) and the two
German states. The fall of the Berlin Wall is often considered the end of the Cold War, and the
following month both President Bush and Gorbachev declared the Cold War over, but the Cold
War had been thawing for most of the 1980s. President Reagan is remembered for calling the
Soviet Union an "evil empire" and demanding that Gorbachev tear down the wall, but he spent
the last several years of his presidency working with the Soviet leader to improve relations.
The end of the Soviet Union came when Gorbachev resigned on December 25, 1991. The
Soviet Union formally dissolved the next day, and the Cold War was over, with the United
States outlasting its long-time adversary. The Berlin Airlift and Berlin Wall: The History and
Legacy of the Fight Over the Occupied City during the Cold War chronicles the history that led
to the Soviet blockade, the famous relief efforts undertaken to beat it, and the construction of
the 20th century's most notorious wall.
This is the inside story of the US–China trade war, how relations between these superpowers
unraveled, darkening prospects for global peace and prosperity, as told by two Wall Street
Journal reporters, one based in Washington, D.C., the other in Beijing, who have had more
access to the decision makers in the White House and in China’s Zhongnanhai leadership
compound than anyone else. The trade battle between China and the U.S. didn’t start with
Trump and won’t end with him, argue Bob Davis and Lingling Wei. The two countries have a
long and fraught political and economic history which has become more contentious over the
past three years—an escalation that has negatively impacted both countries' economies and the
world at large—and holds the potential for even more uncertainty and disruption. How did this
stand-off happen? How much are U.S. presidents and officials who haven't effectively
confronted or negotiated with China to blame? What role have Chinese leaders, and U.S.
business leaders who for decades acted as Beijing’s lobbyists in Washington, played in driving
tensions between the two countries? Superpower Showdown is the story of a romance gone
bad. Uniquely positioned to tell the story, Davis and Wei have conducted hundreds of
interviews with government and business officials in both nations over the seven years they
have worked together writing for the Wall Street Journal. Analyzing U.S.–China relations, they
explain how we have reached this tipping point, and look at where we could be headed. Vivid
and provocative, Superpower Showdown will help readers understand the context of the trade
war and prepare them for what may come next.
Winner of the 2018 American Academy of Diplomacy Douglas Dillon Award Shortlisted for the
2018 Duff Cooper Prize in Literary Nonfiction “[A] brilliant book…by far the best study yet” (Paul
Kennedy, The Wall Street Journal) of the gripping history behind the Marshall Plan and its longlasting influence on our world. In the wake of World War II, with Britain’s empire collapsing and
Stalin’s on the rise, US officials under new Secretary of State George C. Marshall set out to
reconstruct western Europe as a bulwark against communist authoritarianism. Their massive,
costly, and ambitious undertaking would confront Europeans and Americans alike with a vision
at odds with their history and self-conceptions. In the process, they would drive the creation of
NATO, the European Union, and a Western identity that continue to shape world events. Benn
Steil’s “thoroughly researched and well-written account” (USA TODAY) tells the story behind
the birth of the Cold War, told with verve, insight, and resonance for today. Focusing on the
critical years 1947 to 1949, Benn Steil’s gripping narrative takes us through the seminal
episodes marking the collapse of postwar US-Soviet relations—the Prague coup, the Berlin
blockade, and the division of Germany. In each case, Stalin’s determination to crush the
Marshall Plan and undermine American power in Europe is vividly portrayed. Bringing to bear
fascinating new material from American, Russian, German, and other European archives,
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Steil’s account will forever change how we see the Marshall Plan. “Trenchant and timely…an
ambitious, deeply researched narrative that…provides a fresh perspective on the coming Cold
War” (The New York Times Book Review), The Marshall Plan is a polished and masterly work
of historical narrative. An instant classic of Cold War literature, it “is a gripping, complex, and
critically important story that is told with clarity and precision” (The Christian Science Monitor).
"Here's a book that would've split the sides of Thucydides. Wiener's magical mystery tour of
Cold War museums is simultaneously hilarious and the best thing ever written on public history
and its contestation." --Mike Davis, author of City of Quartz "Jon Wiener, an astute observer of
how history is perceived by the general public, shows us how official efforts to shape popular
memory of the Cold War have failed. His journey across America to visit exhibits, monuments,
and other historical sites, demonstrates how quickly the Cold War has faded from popular
consciousness. A fascinating and entertaining book." --Eric Foner, author of Reconstruction:
America's Unfinished Revolution, 1863-1877 "In How We Forgot the Cold War, Jon Wiener
shows how conservatives tried--and failed--to commemorate the Cold War as a noble victory
over the global forces of tyranny, a 'good war' akin to World War II. Displaying splendid skills
as a reporter in addition to his discerning eye as a scholar, this historian's travelogue
convincingly shows how the right sought to extend its preferred policy of 'rollback' to the arena
of public memory. In a country where historical memory has become an obsession, Wiener's
ability to document the ambiguities and absences in these commemorations is an unusual
accomplishment." --Rick Perlstein, author of Nixonland: The Rise of a President and the
Fracturing of America "In this terrific piece of scholarly journalism, Jon Wiener imaginatively
combines scholarship on the Cold War, contemporary journalism, and his own observations of
various sites commemorating the era to describe both what they contain and, just as
importantly, what they do not. By interrogating the standard conservative brand of American
triumphalism, Wiener offers an interpretation of the Cold War that emphasizes just how
unnecessary the conflict was and how deleterious its aftereffects have really been."--Ellen
Schrecker, author of Many Are The Crimes: McCarthyism in America
Reminding readers that the Cold War was actually a time of hot wars, spying, murders,
defections, shoot downs of reconnaissance aircraft, and a space race, the authors uncover
some unknown or long-forgotten incidents of the period. Among them, the murder of a U.S.
naval attache on the Orient Express, an East German soldier s leap to the West in Berlin, two
CIA officers twenty years in a Chinese prison, Cpt. Bert Mizusawa s rescue under fire of a
Soviet defector in the Korean DMZ, a North Korean pilot s defection in a MiG fighter, the USS
Forrestal fire, and the Soviets putting the first man in space.
The conflict between the United States and the Soviet Union during the Cold War has long
been understood in a global context, but Jeremy Friedman's Shadow Cold War delves deeper
into the era to examine the competition between the Soviet Union and the People's Republic of
China for the leadership of the world revolution. When a world of newly independent states
emerged from decolonization desperately poor and politically disorganized, Moscow and
Beijing turned their focus to attracting these new entities, setting the stage for Sino-Soviet
competition. Based on archival research from ten countries, including new materials from
Russia and China, many no longer accessible to researchers, this book examines how China
sought to mobilize Asia, Africa, and Latin America to seize the revolutionary mantle from the
Soviet Union. The Soviet Union adapted to win it back, transforming the nature of socialist
revolution in the process. This groundbreaking book is the first to explore the significance of
this second Cold War that China and the Soviet Union fought in the shadow of the capitalistcommunist clash.
*Includes pictures *Includes accounts of the blockade and airlift by Berliners, American
officials, and pilots *Includes online resources and a bibliography for further reading *Includes
a table of contents "Here in Berlin, one cannot help being aware that you are the hub around
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which turns the wheel of history. ... If ever there were a people who should be constantly
sensitive to their destiny, the people of Berlin, East and West, should be they." - Martin Luther
King, Jr. In the wake of World War II, the European continent was devastated, and the conflict
left the Soviet Union and the United States as uncontested superpowers. This ushered in over
45 years of the Cold War, and a political alignment of Western democracies against the
Communist Soviet bloc that produced conflicts pitting allies on each sides fighting, even as the
American and Soviet militaries never engaged each other. Though it never got "hot" between
the two superpowers, the Cold War was a tense era until the dissolution of the USSR, and
nothing symbolized the split more than the division of Berlin. Berlin had been a flashpoint even
before World War II ended, and the city was occupied by the different Allies even as the close
of the war turned them into adversaries. If anyone wondered whether the Cold War would
dominate geopolitics, any hopes that it wouldn't were dashed by the Soviets' blockade of West
Berlin in April 1948, ostensibly to protest the currency being used in West Berlin but
unquestionably aiming to extend their control over Germany's capital. By cutting off all access
via roads, rail, and water, the Soviets hoped to force the Allies out, and at the same time,
Stalin's action would force a tense showdown that would test their mettle. In response to the
blockade, the British, Americans, Canadians, and other Allies had no choice but to either
acquiesce or break the blockade by air, hoping (correctly) that the Soviets wouldn't dare shoot
down planes being used strictly for civilian purposes. Over the course of the next year, over
200,000 flights were made to bring millions of tons of crucial supplies to West Berlin, with the
Allies maintaining a pace of landing a plane in West Berlin every 30 seconds at the height of
the Airlift. As the success of the Berlin Airlift became clear, the Soviets realized the blockade
was ineffective, and both sides were able to save face by negotiating an end to the blockade in
April 1949, with the Soviets ending it officially on May 12. The Airlift would technically continue
until September, but for all intents and purposes, the first crisis of the Cold War had come to an
end, and most importantly, the confrontation remained "cold." For the next decade, West Berlin
remained a haven for highly-educated East Germans who wanted freedom and a better life in
the West, and this "brain drain" was threatening the survival of the East German economy. In
order to stop this, access to the West through West Berlin had to be cut off, so in August 1961,
Soviet premier Nikita Khrushchev authorized East German leader Walter Ulbricht to begin
construction of what would become known as the Berlin Wall. The wall, begun on Sunday
August 13, would eventually surround the city, in spite of global condemnation, and the Berlin
Wall itself would become the symbol for Communist repression in the Eastern Bloc. The Berlin
Airlift: The History and Legacy of the First Major Crisis of the Cold War chronicles the history
that led to the Soviet blockade and the famous relief efforts undertaken to beat it. Along with
pictures of important people, places, and events, you will learn about the Berlin Airlift like never
before, in no time at all.
Tools and insights on building harmony and heading off potential conflicts are offered in this
guide that helps parents and their children become closer and more connected. 20,000 first
printing.
The “dean of Cold War historians” (The New York Times) now presents the definitive account
of the global confrontation that dominated the last half of the twentieth century. Drawing on
newly opened archives and the reminiscences of the major players, John Lewis Gaddis
explains not just what happened but why—from the months in 1945 when the U.S. and the
U.S.S.R. went from alliance to antagonism to the barely averted holocaust of the Cuban
Missile Crisis to the maneuvers of Nixon and Mao, Reagan and Gorbachev. Brilliant,
accessible, almost Shakespearean in its drama, The Cold War stands as a triumphant
summation of the era that, more than any other, shaped our own. Gaddis is also the author of
On Grand Strategy.
For two weeks in the summer of 1945, Winston Churchill, Harry Truman, and Josef Stalin
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gathered to reconstruct the world out of the ruins of World War II. They met "only a few miles,"
as President Truman noted, "from the war-shattered seat of Nazi power" - around a baizecovered table in the Cecilienhof Palace at Potsdam, a suburb of Berlin. The Allied powers had
met twice before, engaging in the cordial horse-trading of properties and promises, to
perpetuate a united military front against Germany. Potsdam, however, was different. With
Germany defeated, the Allies knew victory in the Far East was imminent. The objective was no
longer how to unite for victory, but how instead to divide the spoils and create a new balance of
power. In The Deal, Charles L. Mee Jr. demonstrates how, with national self-interest the
primary motivation, peace was destined to be sacrificed to deliberate discord. If Allied harmony
would stand in the way of expanding "spheres of influence," then it would become necessary to
maintain the political expedient of aggression. What did each power want and were these
objectives of sufficient importance to warrant forfeiting peace? Would the outcome have been
different had Churchill's rhetoric been less powerfully disruptive, had Stalin been surer of
domestic calm, had Truman been more open? Would the history of the last seventy years have
been the same? Through logbooks, eyewitness accounts, and conference transcripts, Mee
vividly reconstructs this moment in history, when three men came together to forge a peace
and a new face for Western Europe and left with a tri-partite declaration of the Cold War.
*Includes pictures*Includes accounts of the blockade and airlift by Berliners, American officials,
and pilots*Includes online resources and a bibliography for further reading*Includes a table of
contents"Here in Berlin, one cannot help being aware that you are the hub around which turns
the wheel of history. ... If ever there were a people who should be constantly sensitive to their
destiny, the people of Berlin, East and West, should be they." - Martin Luther King, Jr. In the
wake of World War II, the European continent was devastated, and the conflict left the Soviet
Union and the United States as uncontested superpowers. This ushered in over 45 years of
the Cold War, and a political alignment of Western democracies against the Communist Soviet
bloc that produced conflicts pitting allies on each sides fighting, even as the American and
Soviet militaries never engaged each other. Though it never got "hot" between the two
superpowers, the Cold War was a tense era until the dissolution of the USSR, and nothing
symbolized the split more than the division of Berlin. Berlin had been a flashpoint even before
World War II ended, and the city was occupied by the different Allies even as the close of the
war turned them into adversaries. If anyone wondered whether the Cold War would dominate
geopolitics, any hopes that it wouldn't were dashed by the Soviets' blockade of West Berlin in
April 1948, ostensibly to protest the currency being used in West Berlin but unquestionably
aiming to extend their control over Germany's capital. By cutting off all access via roads, rail,
and water, the Soviets hoped to force the Allies out, and at the same time, Stalin's action would
force a tense showdown that would test their mettle. In response to the blockade, the British,
Americans, Canadians, and other Allies had no choice but to either acquiesce or break the
blockade by air, hoping (correctly) that the Soviets wouldn't dare shoot down planes being
used strictly for civilian purposes. Over the course of the next year, over 200,000 flights were
made to bring millions of tons of crucial supplies to West Berlin, with the Allies maintaining a
pace of landing a plane in West Berlin every 30 seconds at the height of the Airlift.As the
success of the Berlin Airlift became clear, the Soviets realized the blockade was ineffective,
and both sides were able to save face by negotiating an end to the blockade in April 1949, with
the Soviets ending it officially on May 12. The Airlift would technically continue until September,
but for all intents and purposes, the first crisis of the Cold War had come to an end, and most
importantly, the confrontation remained "cold." For the next decade, West Berlin remained a
haven for highly-educated East Germans who wanted freedom and a better life in the West,
and this "brain drain" was threatening the survival of the East German economy. In order to
stop this, access to the West through West Berlin had to be cut off, so in August 1961, Soviet
premier Nikita Khrushchev authorized East German leader Walter Ulbricht to begin
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construction of what would become known as the Berlin Wall. The wall, begun on Sunday
August 13, would eventually surround the city, in spite of global condemnation, and the Berlin
Wall itself would become the symbol for Communist repression in the Eastern Bloc. The Berlin
Airlift: The History and Legacy of the First Major Crisis of the Cold War chronicles the history
that led to the Soviet blockade and the famous relief efforts undertaken to beat it. Along with
pictures of important people, places, and events, you will learn about the Berlin Airlift like never
before, in no time at all.
The remarkable transformation of Orwell from journeyman writer to towering icon Is George
Orwell the most influential writer who ever lived? Yes, according to John Rodden’s provocative
book about the transformation of a man into a myth. Rodden does not argue that Orwell was
the most distinguished man of letters of the last century, nor even the leading novelist of his
generation, let alone the greatest imaginative writer of English prose fiction. Yet his influence
since his death at midcentury is incomparable. No other writer has aroused so much
controversy or contributed so many incessantly quoted words and phrases to our cultural
lexicon, from “Big Brother” and “doublethink” to “thoughtcrime” and “Newspeak.” Becoming
George Orwell is a pathbreaking tour de force that charts the astonishing passage of a
litterateur into a legend. Rodden presents the author of Animal Farm and Nineteen Eighty-Four
in a new light, exploring how the man and writer Orwell, born Eric Arthur Blair, came to be
overshadowed by the spectral figure associated with nightmare visions of our possible futures.
Rodden opens with a discussion of the life and letters, chronicling Orwell’s eccentricities and
emotional struggles, followed by an assessment of his chief literary achievements. The second
half of the book examines the legend and legacy of Orwell, whom Rodden calls “England’s
Prose Laureate,” looking at everything from cyberwarfare to “fake news.” The closing
chapters address both Orwell’s enduring relevance to burning contemporary issues and the
multiple ironies of his popular reputation, showing how he and his work have become confused
with the very dreads and diseases that he fought against throughout his life.
For those who lived through the Cold War period, and for many of the historians who study it, it
seemed self-evident that the critical incidents that determined its course took place in the
northern hemisphere, specifically in the face-off between NATO and the Warsaw Pact in
Europe. In this view, the Berlin Wall mattered more than the Ho Chi Minh Trail, and the Soviet
intervention in Hungary was vastly more significant than Soviet intervention in Korea. It was
only the fine balance of power in the northern theatre that redirected the attentions of the USA
and the USSR elsewhere, and resulted in outbreaks of proxy warfare elsewhere in the globe in Korea, in Vietnam and in Africa. Odd Arne Westad's triumph is to look at the history of these
times through the other end of the telescope – to reconceptualize the Cold War as something
that fundamentally happened in the Third World, not the First. The thesis he presents in The
Global Cold War is highly creative. It upends much conventional wisdom and points out that
the determining factor in the struggle was not geopolitics, but ideology – an ideology,
moreover, that was heavily flavoured by elements of colonialist thinking that ought to have
been alien to the mindsets of two avowedly anti-colonial superpowers. Westad's work is a fine
example of the creative thinking skill of coming up with new connections and fresh solutions; it
also never shies away from generating new hypotheses or redefining issues in order to see
them in new ways.
Among the first anthropologists to work in Eastern Europe, Katherine Verdery had built up a
significant base of ethnographic and historical expertise when the major political
transformations in the region began to take place. In this collection of essays dealing with the
aftermath of Soviet-style socialism and the different forms that may replace it, she explores the
nature of socialism in order to understand more fully its consequences. By analyzing her
primary data from Romania and Transylvania and synthesizing information from other sources,
Verdery lends a distinctive anthropological perspective to a variety of themes common to
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political and economic studies on the end of socialism: themes such as "civil society," the
creation of market economies, privatization, national and ethnic conflict, and changing gender
relations. Under Verdery's examination, privatization and civil society appear not only as social
processes, for example, but as symbols in political rhetoric. The classic pyramid scheme is not
just a means of enrichment but a site for reconceptualizing the meaning of money and an
unusual form of post-Marxist millenarianism. Land being redistributed as private property
stretches and shrinks, as in the imaginings of the farmers struggling to tame it. Infused by this
kind of ethnographic sensibility, the essays reject the assumption of a transition to capitalism in
favor of investigating local processes in their own terms.
This edited volume examines the complexities of the Cold War in Southern Africa and uses a
range of archives to develop a more detailed understanding of the impact of the Cold War
environment upon the processes of political change. In the aftermath of European
decolonization, the struggle between white minority governments and black liberation
movements encouraged both sides to appeal for external support from the two superpower
blocs. Cold War in Southern Africa highlights the importance of the global ideological
environment on the perceptions and consequent behaviour of the white minority regimes, the
Black Nationalist movements, and the newly independent African nationalist governments.
Together, they underline the variety of archival sources on the history of Southern Africa in the
Cold War and its growing importance in Cold War Studies. This volume brings together a
series of essays by leading scholars based on a wide range of sources in the United States,
Russia, Cuba, Britain, Zambia and South Africa. By focussing on a range of independent
actors, these essays highlight the complexity of the conflict in Southern Africa: a battle of
power blocs, of systems and ideas, which intersected with notions and practices of race and
class This book will appeal to students of cold war studies, US foreign policy, African politics
and International History. Sue Onslow has taught at the London School of Economics since
1994. She is currently a Cold War Studies Fellow in the Cold War Studies Centre/IDEAS

'An absolute gem. Funny, incredible and brilliantly reported, in Ed Hawkins the sports
world has its own Jon Ronson.' - Will Storr The bizarre true story about the cosmic side
of sports Ever wondered if the mind tricks used by Luke Skywalker or his Star Wars
brethren were real? Ed Hawkins did. A Jedi-wannabe and sports nut, he pondered:
what if a coach or athlete had tried to harness such mysterious powers? They would be
unstoppable. This set Ed off on an extraordinary adventure across the West Coast of
America in search of a superhuman sports star. He discovers cosmic thinkers who,
back in their 1960s heyday, believed that through the power of thought alone a
superhuman could be created. One that could see into the future, slow down time and
control minds. So successful were their tactics that they attracted the attention of the
US government. Meanwhile in Russia their Soviet counterparts were employing equally
bewildering brain power. Their goal? To win the Cold War. And so from the 1970s and
into the Eighties the underground free-thinking movement became a fully-funded state
secret in an 'inner space race' between the US and the Soviet Union. Both sides
attempting to create the perfect human killing machine. It worked. Sort of. Instead of
building a super soldier, the mystics from both sides came together to preach peace
and love to their political paymasters. After the thaw, the search for the superhuman
sports star began again and continues to this day. In The Men on Magic Carpets Ed
goes deep into a secret network of supernatural sages and is told about a mysterious
American football coach who made it to the top by teaching his players The Force. But
can he be found? Will he admit to what he truly believes? And how does our intrepid
author cope with his own brush with the Dark Side as the shadowy military once again
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attempt to use the mystical powers for ill?
A book to challenge the status quo, spark a debate, and get people talking about the
issues and questions we face as a country!
This book is open access under a CC BY 4.0 license. This book explores how the
socially disputed period of the Cold War is remembered in today’s history classroom.
Applying a diverse set of methodological strategies, the authors map the dividing lines
in and between memory cultures across the globe, paying special attention to the
impact the crisis-driven age of our present has on images of the past. Authors
analysing educational media point to ambivalence, vagueness and contradictions in
textbook narratives understood to be echoes of societal and academic controversies.
Others focus on teachers and the history classroom, showing how unresolved political
issues create tensions in history education. They render visible how teachers struggle
to handle these challenges by pretending that what they do is ‘just history’. The
contributions to this book unveil how teachers, backgrounding the political inherent in all
memory practices, often nourish the illusion that the history in which they are engaged
is all about addressing the past with a reflexive and disciplined approach.
The Cold War is one of the furthest-reaching and longest-lasting conflicts in modern
history. It spanned the globe - from Greece to China, Hungary to Cuba - and lasted for
almost half a century. It has shaped political relations to this day, drawing new physical
and ideological boundaries between East and West. In this meticulously researched
account, Bridget Kendall explores the Cold War through the eyes of those who
experienced it first-hand. Alongside in-depth analysis that explains the historical and
political context, the book draws on exclusive interviews with individuals who lived
through the conflict's key events, offering a variety of perspectives that reveal how the
Cold War was experienced by ordinary people. From pilots making food drops during
the Berlin Blockade and Japanese fishermen affected by H-bomb testing to families
fleeing the Korean War and children whose parents were victims of McCarthy's Red
Scare, The Cold War covers the full geographical and historical reach of the conflict.
The Cold War is essential reading for anyone seeking to understand how the tensions
of the last century have shaped the modern world, and what it was like to live through
them.
During the Cold War, stories of espionage became popular on both sides of the Iron
Curtain, capturing the imagination of readers and filmgoers alike as secret police quietly
engaged in surveillance under the shroud of impenetrable secrecy. And curiously, in the
post-Cold War period there are no signs of this enthusiasm diminishing. The opening of
secret police archives in many Eastern European countries has provided the
opportunity to excavate and narrate for the first time forgotten spy stories. Cold War
Spy Stories from Eastern Europe brings together a wide range of accounts compiled
from the East German Stasi, the Romanian Securitate, and the Ukrainian KGB files.
The stories are a complex amalgam of fact and fiction, history and imagination, past
and present. These stories of collusion and complicity, betrayal and treason, right and
wrong, and good and evil cast surprising new light on the question of Cold War
certainties and divides.
The definitive history of the Cold War and its impact around the world We tend to think
of the Cold War as a bounded conflict: a clash of two superpowers, the United States
and the Soviet Union, born out of the ashes of World War II and coming to a dramatic
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end with the collapse of the Soviet Union. But in this major new work, Bancroft Prizewinning scholar Odd Arne Westad argues that the Cold War must be understood as a
global ideological confrontation, with early roots in the Industrial Revolution and
ongoing repercussions around the world. In The Cold War, Westad offers a new
perspective on a century when great power rivalry and ideological battle transformed
every corner of our globe. From Soweto to Hollywood, Hanoi, and Hamburg, young
men and women felt they were fighting for the future of the world. The Cold War may
have begun on the perimeters of Europe, but it had its deepest reverberations in Asia,
Africa, and the Middle East, where nearly every community had to choose sides. And
these choices continue to define economies and regimes across the world. Today,
many regions are plagued with environmental threats, social divides, and ethnic
conflicts that stem from this era. Its ideologies influence China, Russia, and the United
States; Iraq and Afghanistan have been destroyed by the faith in purely military
solutions that emerged from the Cold War. Stunning in its breadth and revelatory in its
perspective, this book expands our understanding of the Cold War both geographically
and chronologically, and offers an engaging new history of how today's world was
created.
Superpowers in the Post-Cold War EraSpringer
This book explores the question of where power lies in the post-Cold War world. The
authors identify and discuss the factors which make the United States the world leader
in the 1990s, and consider the strengths and weaknesses of countries which may be on
the way to becoming leaders in Europe (Russia and the EU) and Asia (Japan and
China).

During the early years of the Cold War, England and the United States both
found themselves reassessing their relationship with their former ally the Soviet
Union, and the status of their own “special relationship” was far from certain. As
Jeffrey P. Stone argues, maps from British and American news journals from this
period became a valuable tool for relating the new realities of the Cold War to
millions of readers. These maps were vehicles for political ideology, revealing
both obvious and subtle differences in how each country viewed global
geopolitics at the onset of the Cold War. Richly illustrated with news maps,
cartographic advertisements, and cartoons from the era, this book reveals the
idiomatic political, cultural, and material differences contributing to these
divergent cartographic visions of the Cold War world.
In this new Brookings Marshall Paper, Michael O’Hanlon argues that now is the
time for Western nations to negotiate a new security architecture for neutral
countries in eastern Europe to stabilize the region and reduce the risks of war
with Russia. He believes NATO expansion has gone far enough. The core
concept of this new security architecture would be one of permanent neutrality.
The countries in question collectively make a broken-up arc, from Europe’s far
north to its south: Finland and Sweden; Ukraine, Moldova, and Belarus; Georgia,
Armenia, and Azerbaijan; and finally Cyprus plus Serbia, as well as possibly
several other Balkan states. Discussion on the new framework should begin
within NATO, followed by deliberation with the neutral countries themselves, and
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then formal negotiations with Russia. The new security architecture would require
that Russia, like NATO, commit to help uphold the security of Ukraine, Georgia,
Moldova, and other states in the region. Russia would have to withdraw its troops
from those countries in a verifiable manner; after that, corresponding sanctions
on Russia would be lifted. The neutral countries would retain their rights to
participate in multilateral security operations on a scale comparable to what has
been the case in the past, including even those operations that might be led by
NATO. They could think of and describe themselves as Western states (or
anything else, for that matter). If the European Union and they so wished in the
future, they could join the EU. They would have complete sovereignty and selfdetermination in every sense of the word. But NATO would decide not to invite
them into the alliance as members. Ideally, these nations would endorse and
promote this concept themselves as a more practical way to ensure their security
than the current situation or any other plausible alternative.
This sweeping reference work covers every aspect of the Cold War, from its
ignition in the ashes of World War II, through the Berlin Wall and the Cuban
Missile Crisis, to the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991. The Cold War
superpower face-off between the Soviet Union and the United States dominated
international affairs in the second half of the 20th century and still reverberates
around the world today. This comprehensive and insightful multivolume set
provides authoritative entries on all aspects of this world-changing event,
including wars, new military technologies, diplomatic initiatives, espionage
activities, important individuals and organizations, economic developments,
societal and cultural events, and more. This expansive coverage provides
readers with the necessary context to understand the many facets of this
complex conflict. The work begins with a preface and introduction and then offers
illuminating introductory essays on the origins and course of the Cold War, which
are followed by some 1,500 entries on key individuals, wars, battles, weapons
systems, diplomacy, politics, economics, and art and culture. Each entry has
cross-references and a list of books for further reading. The text includes more
than 100 key primary source documents, a detailed chronology, a glossary, and a
selective bibliography. Numerous illustrations and maps are inset throughout to
provide additional context to the material. Includes more than 1,500 entries
covering all facets of the Cold War from its origins to its aftermath, including all
political, diplomatic, military, social, economic, and cultural aspects Incorporates
the scholarship of more than 200 internationally recognized contributors from
around the world, many writing about events and issues from the perspective of
their country of origin Offers more than 100 original documents—a collection that
draws heavily on material from archives in China, Eastern Europe, and the
former Soviet Union Provides hundreds of powerful images and dozens of
informative maps detailing specific military conflicts and movements of various
groups Includes a detailed chronology of important events that occurred before,
during, and after the Cold War
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Contemporary Political Theory is a foundation textbook in political thought.
Deterrence as a strategic concept evolved during the Cold War. During that
period, deterrence strategy was aimed mainly at preventing aggression against
the United States and its close allies by the hostile Communist power
centers--the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) and its allies,
Communist China and North Korea. In particular, the strategy was devised to
prevent aggression involving nuclear attack by the USSR or China. Since the end
of the Cold War, the risk of war among the major powers has subsided to the
lowest point in modern history. Still, the changing nature of the threats to
American and allied security interests has stimulated a considerable broadening
of the deterrence concept. Post-Cold War Conflict Deterrence examines the
meaning of deterrence in this new environment and identifies key elements of a
post-Cold War deterrence strategy and the critical issues in devising such a
strategy. It further examines the significance of these findings for the U.S. Navy
and Marine Corps. Quantitative and qualitative measures to support judgments
about the potential success or failure of deterrence are identified. Such measures
will bear on the suitability of the naval forces to meet the deterrence objectives.
The capabilities of U.S. naval forces that especially bear on the deterrence
objectives also are examined. Finally, the book examines the utility of models,
games, and simulations as decision aids in improving the naval forces'
understanding of situations in which deterrence must be used and in improving
the potential success of deterrence actions.
An eloquent call to draw on the lessons of the past to address current threats to
international order The ancient Greeks hard?wired a tragic sensibility into their
culture. By looking disaster squarely in the face, by understanding just how badly
things could spiral out of control, they sought to create a communal sense of
responsibility and courage—to spur citizens and their leaders to take the difficult
actions necessary to avert such a fate. Today, after more than seventy years of
great?power peace and a quarter?century of unrivaled global leadership,
Americans have lost their sense of tragedy. They have forgotten that the descent
into violence and war has been all too common throughout human history. This
amnesia has become most pronounced just as Americans and the global order
they created are coming under graver threat than at any time in decades. In a
forceful argument that brims with historical sensibility and policy insights, two
distinguished historians argue that a tragic sensibility is necessary if America and
its allies are to address the dangers that menace the international order today.
Tragedy may be commonplace, Brands and Edel argue, but it is not inevitable—so
long as we regain an appreciation of the world’s tragic nature before it is too late.
The International Spy Museum's Historian takes us on a wild tour of missions and
schemes that almost happened, but were ultimately deemed too dangerous,
expensive, ahead of their time, or even certifiably insane "Compulsively readable
laugh out loud history."-Mary Roach In 1958, the U.S. Air Force nuked the moon
as a show of military force. In 1967, the CIA sent live cats to spy on the Soviet
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government. In 1942, the British built a torpedo-proof aircraft carrier out of an
iceberg. Of course, none of these things ever actually happened. But in Nuking
the Moon, intelligence historian Vince Houghton proves that abandoned plans
can be just as illuminating--and every bit as entertaining--as the ones that made
it. Vividly capturing the fascinating stories of how twenty-one plans from WWII
and the Cold War went from conception, planning, and testing to cancellation,
Houghton explores what happens when innovation meets desperation: For every
plan as good as D-Day, there's a scheme to strap bombs to bats or dig a spy
tunnel underneath the Soviet embassy. Along the way, he reveals what each one
tells us about twentieth-century history, the art of spycraft, military strategy, and
famous figures like JFK, Castro, and Churchill. By turns terrifying and
hilarious--but always riveting--this is the unique story of history left on the drawing
board.
This book advances an understanding of cultural diplomacy that examines a
single area of government and private sector partnership, and what became in
the mid-twentieth century the most prominent manifestation of this alliance—the
cultural exhibitions sent abroad to “tell America’s story” with the goal of
“winning hearts and minds.”
In this penetrating analysis of the role of political leadership in the Cold War's ending,
Archie Brown shows why the popular view that Western economic and military strength
left the Soviet Union with no alternative but to admit defeat is wrong. To understand the
significance of the parts played by Mikhail Gorbachev, Ronald Reagan and Margaret
Thatcher in East-West relations in the second half of the 1980s, Brown addresses
several specific questions: What were the values and assumptions of these leaders,
and how did their perceptions evolve? What were the major influences on them? To
what extent were they reflecting the views of their own political establishment or
challenging them? How important for ending the East-West standoff were their
interrelations? Would any of the realistically alternative leaders of their countries at that
time have pursued approximately the same policies? The Cold War got colder in the
early 1980s and the relationship between the two military superpowers, the USA and
the Soviet Union, each of whom had the capacity to annihilate the other, was tense. By
the end of the decade, East-West relations had been utterly transformed, with most of
the dividing lines - including the division of Europe - removed. Engagement between
Gorbachev and Reagan was a crucial part of that process of change. More surprising
was Thatcher's role. Regarded by Reagan as his ideological and political soulmate, she
formed also a strong and supportive relationship with Gorbachev (beginning three
months before he came to power). Promoting Gorbachev in Washington as 'a man to
do business with', she became, in the words of her foreign policy adviser Sir Percy
Cradock, 'an agent of influence in both directions'.
Managing increasing global interdependence
Engaging Geopolitics provides a comprehensive introduction to the influence of
geography, demography and economics on politics and international relations in the
world in which we live today. The authors' expressed aim is to make geopolitics more
accessible to undergraduate students, with the hope that the book will be an ideal
starting pointing for those who will be moving vertically into more advanced courses in
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political geography or laterally into other concerns of international affairs.
Variously described by historians and thinkers as the ‘most terrible century in Western
history’, ‘a century of massacres and wars’ and the ‘most violent century in human
history’, the 20th century – and in particular the period between the First World War
and the collapse of the USSR – forms a coherent historical period which changed the
entire face of human history within a few decades. This book examines the trajectory of
the Cold War and the fallouts for the rest of the world to seek lessons for the 21st
century to manage international relations today and avoid conflict. Written by experts in
their field, the chapters provide an alternative perspective to the Western-paradigm
dominated international relations theory. The book examines for example whether now
in the 21st century the unipolar moment has passed and if the changing economic
balance of power, thrown up by globalization, has led to the emergence of a multipolar
world capable of economic and multilateral cooperation. It discusses the potential of
new cooperative security frameworks, which would provide an impetus to disarmament
and protection of the environment globally and asks if nuclear disarmament is feasible
and necessary. The book highlights areas in which the potential for conflict is ingrained.
Offering Asian perspectives on these issues – perspectives from countries like
Afganistan, Vietnam, West Asia and Pakistan which were embroiled in the Cold War as
mere pawns and which have become flashpoints for conflict in our century – this book is
an important contribution to the ongoing debate.
The Cold War shaped the world we live in today - its politics, economics, and military
affairs. This book shows how the globalization of the Cold War during the last century
created the foundations for most of the key conflicts we see today, including the War on
Terror. It focuses on how the Third World policies of the two twentieth-century
superpowers - the United States and the Soviet Union - gave rise to resentments and
resistance that in the end helped topple one superpower and still seriously challenge
the other. Ranging from China to Indonesia, Iran, Ethiopia, Angola, Cuba, and
Nicaragua, it provides a truly global perspective on the Cold War. And by exploring both
the development of interventionist ideologies and the revolutionary movements that
confronted interventions, the book links the past with the present in ways that no other
major work on the Cold War era has succeeded in doing.
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